Quantitative Comparison of Active and Latent Tuberculosis in the Cynomolgus Macaque Model*†‡
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We previously described that low-dose Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection in cynomolgus macaques results in a spectrum of disease similar to that of human infection: primary disease, latent infection, and reactivation tuberculosis (S. V. Capuano III, D. A. Croix, S. Pawar, A. Zinovik, A. Myers, P. L. Lin, S. Bissel, C. Fuhrman, E. Klein, and J. L. Flynn, Infect. Immun. 71:5831–5844, 2003). This is the only established model of latent infection, and it provides a unique opportunity to understand host and pathogen differences across a range of disease states. Here, we provide a more extensive and detailed characterization of the gross pathology, microscopic histopathology, and immunologic characteristics of monkeys in each clinical disease category. The data underscore the similarities between human and nonhuman primate M. tuberculosis infection. Furthermore, we describe novel methods of quantifying gross pathology and bacterial burden that distinguish between active disease and latent infection, and we extend the usefulness of this model for comparative studies. Early in infection, an abnormal chest X-ray, M. tuberculosis growth by gastric aspirate, and increased mycobacterium-specific gamma interferon (IFN-γ) in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) cells were associated with the development of active disease. At necropsy, disease was quantified with respect to pathology and bacterial numbers. Microscopically, a spectrum of granuloma types are seen and differ with disease type. At necropsy, monkeys with active disease had more lung T cells and more IFN-γ from PBMC, BAL, and mediastinal lymph nodes than monkeys with latent infection. Finally, we have observed a spectrum of disease not only in monkeys with active disease but also in those with latent infection that provides insight into human latent tuberculosis.

Mycobacterium tuberculosis is a remarkably successful human pathogen. Infection, usually via the respiratory route, results in primary tuberculosis or latent infection. Primary tuberculosis, defined as active disease within 2 years of the initial infection, is likely the result of a failure of the host immune response to control the infection. In this case, the initial infection can progress rapidly or slowly but causes contagious, active tuberculosis. Primary disease occurs in ~5 to 10% of infected individuals (30). In contrast, most persons control the initial infection but apparently do not eliminate the bacteria completely. This asymptomatic condition is termed latent infection and is not considered to be contagious. A small percentage (5 to 10%) of latently infected persons reactivate during the course of a lifetime, resulting in active disease (reactivation). In humans, reactivation rates are increased in the setting of immune suppression, including human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) coinfection (30), aging (34), and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) neutralization (15, 24).

The factors that dictate the outcome of M. tuberculosis infection in humans are not well understood. Studies of murine models have identified T cells, particularly CD4 T cells, as important in the control of initial and chronic infection. The cytokines gamma interferon (IFN-γ), interleukin-12 (IL-12), and TNF also have been shown to be crucial for the control of infection. IFN-γ is necessary for the activation of macrophages, and TNF has multiple functions in the immune response to M. tuberculosis (reviewed in reference 6). This is recapitulated in human studies, in which TNF neutralization (15, 24) and HIV infection (either as the direct loss of CD4 T cells or another immunologic perturbation) (30) has been associated with increased susceptibility to tuberculosis.

Although the mouse model has been instrumental in defining several important aspects of the immune response to M. tuberculosis, infection in the mouse is progressive and ultimately leads to death. Mice control initial infection and a state of chronic infection ensues that is characterized by slowly advancing pathology, although the progression of disease is determined in part by the mouse strain used and the inoculating dose. Regardless, the mouse is not a model of latent infection.
Mice also lack the organizational characteristics of human granulomas and do not have hypoxic granulomas, which are seen in humans and our model (32). Human granulomas have much more structured architecture, often with caseous necrosis in the center, and can be surrounded by a peripheral rim of fibrosis. Other animal models can display more human-like granulomas, such as the guinea pig and the rabbit, but latent infection has not been demonstrated in either of these animal models and immunology tools are limited.

We previously reported that cynomolgus macaques infected with a low dose of M. tuberculosis either develop primary tuberculosis or have latent infection (3). To validate our clinical classification of disease states and quantify the outcome of infection, here we perform an in-depth comparison of monkeys with active and latent disease, and we demonstrate significant differences between these two clinically determined infection states with respect to gross and microscopic histopathology, bacterial numbers, and immune responses. There is a spectrum of disease in active tuberculosis and also in the subclinical state that is classified as latent infection. This is an effective model for understanding the events that predict disease outcome and for investigating therapies for active and latent tuberculosis and reactivation from latent infection. The close similarities between human and nonhuman primates with M. tuberculosis infection provide an excellent model for the study of tuberculosis. We demonstrate here that the outcomes of infection and amount of disease now can be quantified, allowing an analysis of monkey groups that will be useful when using this model to study immune interventions or drugs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals. Cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fascicularis) were used for these experiments (Covance [Alice, TX]. Alpha-Genesis [Yemassee, SC]. Labs of Virgins [Yemassee, SC]. USA Valley Biosystems [West Sacramento, CA], and Shin Nippon Biomedical Laboratories [Everett, WA]). Prior to infection, all animals used for this study underwent a thorough battery of health assessments during quarantine to ensure the exclusion of previous M. tuberculosis infection and/or other comorbid states. Animals were housed and maintained in a biosafety level 3 primate facility. All animal protocols and procedures were approved by the University of Pittsburgh’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Adult (>5 years old) cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fascicularis) were infected with low-dose (Erdman virulent strain) M. tuberculosis (~25 CFU/monkey) via bronchoscopic instillation as has been described previously (3). Infection is confirmed by the conversion of mammalian old tuberculin skin testing (28) for understanding the events that predict disease outcome and for investigating therapies for active and latent tuberculosis and reactivation from latent infection. The close similarities between human and nonhuman primates with M. tuberculosis infection provide an excellent model for the study of tuberculosis. We demonstrate here that the outcomes of infection and amount of disease now can be quantified, allowing an analysis of monkey groups that will be useful when using this model to study immune interventions or drugs.

Disease burden at necropsy. At the time of necropsy, gross pathological findings are assessed and described by a board-certified veterinary pathologist with extensive nonhuman primate experience (E. Klein). To achieve the consistent evaluation of gross pathological disease, we developed a necropsy score worksheet in which tuberculosis disease from each lung lobe, lymph node, and visceral organ is described, recorded, and enumerated. From this, an overall score is determined based on the severity and dissemination of tuberculosis involvement (see the supplemental material). Tissues are obtained for histology and are placed in single-cell suspension for immunologic assays and flow-cytometric analysis as described previously (21). To obtain a complete analysis of the tissues, all visible granulomas are dissected from the tissues, plated for CFU, and used for immunologic and histologic analyses. The remainder of the tissue is sampled randomly for these analyses. For example, from each of the six to seven lung lobes, 7 to 15 randomly selected (5- by 5-mm pieces of tissue), grosly normal (nongranulomatous)-appearing pieces are analyzed for CFU, and a similar number are analyzed for histology. All lymph nodes and portions of other tissues (spleen and liver) are processed similarly.

Microscopic histopathologic assessment. Histology was reviewed by a veterinary pathologist (E. Klein) with a specific focus on granuloma characteristics that include overall architectural appearance, the type of granuloma (caseous, nonnecrotizing [originally termed solid cellular (21)], suppurrative, or mixed), distribution pattern (focal, multifocal, coalescing, and invasive), and cellular composition (the absence or presence of some level of neutrophils, eosinophils, lymphocytic cuff, mineralization, fibrosis, multinucleated giant cells, and epithelioid macrophages) between and within monkey groups. A 0 to 3 scoring system for each of these criteria was applied.

Bacterial burden. At necropsy, BAL fluid and tissue samples were plated in serial dilutions onto 7H10 medium, and the CFU of M. tuberculosis growth were enumerated 21 days later. To maximize the detection of M. tuberculosis growth, plates also were examined at monthly intervals for up to 1 year after necropsy, although rarely were additional colonies observed after 2 months. Samples were obtained from grossly visible lesions in all tissues, including each individual lung lobe, and a collection of randomly selected pieces from each tissue; 20 to 40 samples per animal were obtained for bacterial analysis. The bacterial burden was calculated in CFU per gram of tissue at the time of necropsy. The limit of detection was estimated to be 10 CFU/gram of tissue. As a quantitative measure of overall bacterial burden, a CFU score was derived from the summation of the log-transformed CFU/gram of each sample at the time of necropsy. As a measure of bacterial dissemination, the percentage of positive samples (at least one colony detected) among all samples plated for bacterial burden was calculated.

Statistical analysis. The pair-wise analysis of normally distributed data was performed using Student’s t test. Nonnormally distributed data were compared in pair-wise fashion using nonparametric equivalents. Statistical significance was designated P ≤ 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed on GraphPad PRISM software (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA). When more than two groups were compared, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used with Bonferroni’s post hoc analysis or another nonparametric equivalent. Dichotomous data were analyzed using Fisher’s exact test. A multivariate logistic regression was performed to identify variables associated with clinical outcomes using STATA statistical software (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX).

RESULTS

Low-dose infection leads to active or latent tuberculosis. During the past 8 years, we have classified 137 M. tuberculosis-infected monkeys during various studies as having active or latent tuberculosis based on the criteria described in Materials and Methods. Of those 137 monkeys, 64 (47%) were classified as having active (primary) disease (active-disease monkeys), while 73 (53%) were latently infected. The majority of the monkeys were used for various other studies; 17 active-disease monkeys and 8 latently infected monkeys are included in the detailed analysis for this study. By 6 to 8 months postinfection, monkeys with active disease display clinical signs (e.g., abnormal chest radiograph) or symptoms (e.g., weight loss or cough) of disease associated with M. tuberculosis growth detected by GA or BAL. Latently infected monkeys have no signs of disease at 6 months postinfection or growth of M. tuberculosis beyond 2 months postinfection. This period of asymptomatic
infection can be quite stable, as several monkeys have been monitored for 1.5 to 3 years prior to necropsy without signs of disease.

**Subclinical tuberculosis and natural reactivation can be seen after low-dose infection.** In the course of the analysis of monkeys infected with *M. tuberculosis*, it became apparent that a small number of monkeys did not fit easily into either the active or latent category. Five monkeys were monitored who were clinically normal but occasionally had positive *M. tuberculosis* cultures from BAL or GA samples several months or even a year after infection. Since our strict definition of latent infection is the absence of positive cultures after the first few months, these monkeys could not be classified into any specific group. We termed these monkeys percolators, and we hypothesized that they represent monkeys with subclinical disease.

We have observed natural reactivation from latent infection in six latently infected monkeys. To demonstrate the clinical course of reactivation and disease, we have characterized two of those monkeys here. Monkey 10403 had a positive skin test and positive *M. tuberculosis* culture from BAL or GA samples within the first 2 months of infection, as is common with our monkeys. For the next 11 months, the animal had no signs of disease, negative cultures, normal X rays, and was completely stable. The animal then rapidly developed bilateral lower-lobe pneumonia (detected by X ray), corresponding with newly persistent *M. tuberculosis*-positive GA and BAL samples and weight loss. Monkey 11105 had a positive skin test within a month of infection but did not have positive cultures from GA or BAL samples even in the early months postinfection. One year later, the monkey developed weight loss and *M. tuberculosis*-positive cultures from GA and BAL samples. Both monkeys were euthanized when clinical signs developed (see Fig. 3).

**Early infection factors associated with disease outcome.** Using a multivariate logistic regression model, we analyzed gender, weight, age at the time of infection, increase (n-fold) above the baseline response to culture filtrate protein (CFP) by PBMC lymphocyte proliferation assay, peak erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), and peak TST scores during the first 8 weeks postinfection with respect to clinical outcome (i.e., active or latent infection). Regardless of disease outcome, an estimated 30% of all monkeys infected developed a positive GA by 8 weeks postinfection. That said, monkeys who had a positive GA were more likely to develop active disease (odds ratio, 10.81; confidence interval, 2.09 to 55.96) (Table 1). The presence of an abnormal X ray noted during the first 8 weeks postinfection also was strongly associated with active disease (*P* = 0.005 by Fisher’s exact test).

To determine which immunologic factors are associated with disease outcome, the production of mycobacterium-specific IFN-γ was measured by ELISPOT assay from PBMC and serial BAL samples. At 6 weeks postinfection, PBMCs were stimulated with several mycobacterial antigens, and the production of IFN-γ was measured. At 6 weeks postinfection, greater production of IFN-γ in response to CFP-10 peptides was observed in the PBMC of monkeys who would later develop active disease than was observed for latently infected monkeys (*P* < 0.01 by Mann-Whitney test) (Fig. 1). There were no significant differences in the responses to CFP or ESAT-6 peptide. Mycobacterium-specific IFN-γ production was measured from BAL cells monthly after infection. Responses to ESAT-6 peptides, CFP-10 peptides, CFP, or media were compared for BAL samples at 0, 1, 2, and 6 months postinfection. There were no statistically significant differences observed prior to infection (time zero) in monkeys that would develop active disease and in those that would be latently infected. Monkeys that would be active had higher IFN-γ responses to ESAT-6 (*P* = 0.038) at 1 month postinfection and higher responses to CFP-10 (*P* = 0.017) at 2 months postinfection than monkeys that would be classified as latent (Fig. 2), although there was substantial monkey-to-monkey variability. There were no differences in responses to media or CFP at any time point. Surprisingly, at 6 months postinfection, when active-disease monkeys showed signs of disease, there were no statistically significant differences in the frequency of IFN-γ-producing cells in the BAL between active or latently infected monkeys in response to any of the antigens. These data indicate that there are higher frequencies of mycobacterium-specific IFN-γ-producing cells in both PBMC and the airways during the early phase of infection in monkeys that will present with primary disease than the frequencies for monkeys with latent infection. This may reflect more robust early bacterial replication (and therefore more antigenic stimulation) in the animals that will develop primary tuberculosis.

**Active-disease monkeys have significantly more gross pathology than latently infected monkeys at necropsy.** At necropsy, each monkey is scored for lesions in all lung lobes, all thoracic lymph nodes, and in extrapulmonary sites by the pathological than latently infected monkeys at necropsy. Each monkey is scored for lesions in all lung lobes, all thoracic lymph nodes, and in extrapulmonary sites by the pathologist. The presence of calculated scores (Table 1) indicates that latently and actively infected monkeys showed signs of disease, and none of the latently infected monkeys showed signs of disease.

### Table 1. Multivariate logistic regression analysis of variables prior to or in the first 8 weeks of infection compared to results from clinical outcomes (active disease and latent infection)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Latent</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
<td>7.88 ± 1.77</td>
<td>8.22 ± 1.39</td>
<td>1.05 (0.69–1.62)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA (% positive)</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>10.81 (2.09–55.96)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESR (mm)</td>
<td>5.19 ± 8.81</td>
<td>2.22 ± 4.88</td>
<td>1.09 (0.90–1.32)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>6.72 ± 1.46</td>
<td>7.15 ± 1.63</td>
<td>0.79 (0.49–1.25)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPA (fold increase from baseline)</td>
<td>10.15 ± 10.88</td>
<td>17.76 ± 39.6</td>
<td>0.99 (0.97–1.02)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male:female)</td>
<td>33:4</td>
<td>31:6</td>
<td>0.39 (0.039–3.78)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TST (score)</td>
<td>3.94 ± 0.76</td>
<td>3.66 ± 0.71</td>
<td>1.09 (0.89–1.33)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Age and weight were measured at the time of infection; GA indicates the GA for *M. tuberculosis* growth in the first 60 days of infection; ESR indicates the peak ESR in the first 60 days of infection; LPA indicates the lymphocyte proliferation assay of PBMC in response to CFP at 6 weeks postinfection compared to values from the preinfection LPA; and TST indicates the peak TST score in the first 60 days of infection (scoring range, 0 to 5). CI, confidence interval.
A gross pathology scoring system was developed that accounts for the presence and size of tuberculosis-related lesions in all of the sites described above (see the supplemental material). The score proportionately reflects the extent of grossly observed pathology necropsy (the highest score possible is 82). To illustrate the spectrum of findings at necropsy among active, latent, reactivation, and subclinical (percolator) tuberculosis monkeys, lesions are diagrammed onto lung templates for comparison (Fig. 3). The cartoon figures of lungs at necropsy reveal striking differences in the extent of disease between those monkeys clinically classified as latent and those monkeys clinically classified as having active tuberculosis.

FIG. 1. Greater production of IFN-γ in response to CFP-10 is seen in PBMC at 6 weeks postinfection among monkeys who will develop active disease. Mycobacterium-specific IFN-γ production was measured in PBMC by the ELISPOT assay of monkeys who later would be classified as having active tuberculosis or latent infection. No difference in the production of IFN-γ was seen in PBMC stimulated with ESAT-6 peptide or CFP. ELISPOT assay results were measured in spot-forming units (SFU) per 200,000 cells. **, P < 0.01 by Mann-Whitney test; n = 38 for latently infected monkeys; n = 36 for active-disease monkeys.

FIG. 2. Monkeys who develop active disease have a higher frequency of mycobacterium-specific IFN-γ-producing T cells in BAL cells during the first 2 months after M. tuberculosis infection. The ELISPOT assay was used to measured IFN-γ production in response to ESAT-6 and CFP-10 peptides at preinfection and at 1, 2, and 6 months postinfection. Monkeys who later would develop active disease had greater production of IFN-γ to ESAT-6 at 1 month postinfection and greater response to CFP-10 at 2 months postinfection than did those that would present with latent infection. No differences were observed at baseline or at 6 months postinfection. *, P < 0.05 by Mann-Whitney test. The measurement of IFN-γ by ELISPOT assay was quantified in spot-forming units (SFU) per 100,000 cells. n = 24 to 29 for latently infected monkeys; n = 16 to 24 for active-disease monkeys.
disease. Monkeys with active clinical disease have more numerous and widely distributed lesions than latently infected monkeys. The presence of extrapulmonary disease in monkeys with active tuberculosis is strongly associated with extensive pulmonary and thoracic lymph node disease. Lung and lymph node lesions can have a classic caseous appearance upon dissection, while other lung lobes can have areas of coalescing granulomatous involvement typically noted as tuberculous pneumonia. A wide spectrum of disease is observed among active-disease monkeys, with some monkeys having relatively minimal disease and others having extremely advanced disease. In contrast, the spectrum of disease seen in latently infected monkeys is more limited. Latently infected monkeys often demonstrate one or a few lesions in the lung, with a corresponding lesion in a thoracic lymph node (Ghon complex) (9) without extrapulmonary involvement. In some latently infected monkeys, only lymph node involvement was observed without grossly visible lung lesions. As expected from these descriptions, necropsy scores of active-disease monkeys are significantly higher than those of latently infected monkeys (Fig. 4). In addition, monkeys euthanized with active disease had significantly higher ESRs than latently infected monkeys, reflecting more systemic inflammation (Fig. 4). Thus, our clinical classification, which is similar to that used to define active disease and latent infection in human tuberculosis, is supported by the gross pathology findings.

Active-disease monkeys have significantly higher bacterial burdens than latently infected monkeys. Demonstrating quantitative differences in bacterial numbers in *M. tuberculosis*-infected monkeys has been challenging due to the localized nature of infection (concentrating the bacteria within granulomas) and the large numbers of possible sites of infection (six to seven lung lobes, several thoracic lymph nodes, and extrapolmonary sites). To quantify the bacterial burden, we developed a CFU scoring system (see Materials and Methods). Bacterial numbers are determined for all visible granulomas as well as the numerous random (grossly normal) samples of the remainder of each lung lobe. All thoracic lymph nodes identified are individually plated for bacteria, as are granulomas and random samples from extrapolmonary organs. Approximately 20 to 40 samples per monkey are weighed and plated for CFU. The CFU per gram of tissue is determined for each sample, and the sum of the log-transformed values is calculated as a CFU score. This score simply reflects the total bacterial burden. We also summed the non-log-transformed CFU/gram for each sample for these monkeys. The CFU score and CFU/gram sum demonstrated similar patterns (Fig. 4). These analyses provide a quantitative demonstration that monkeys with active tuberculosis have significantly higher numbers of bacteria in their tissues than do monkeys that are latently infected (Fig. 4).

We also calculated the percentage of tissue samples plated that had *M. tuberculosis* growth. This percent-positive score...
provides a measure of bacterial dissemination. Monkeys with active disease had significantly more dissemination and pulmonary involvement (Fig. 4) than latently infected monkeys. The wide range of CFU scores and percent-positive scores seen in active-disease monkeys reflects the spectrum of active tuberculosis seen in the cynomolgus monkey.

Natural reactivation results in increased bacterial burden and pathology similar to that of active disease. The two monkeys that presented with natural reactivation had pathology scores and CFU scores that were similar to those of the active-disease monkeys, and they were distinctly different from that of the latently infected monkeys at necropsy (Fig. 3 and 4). Thus, the quantitative necropsy data confirm that the reactivation of latent infection can occur in the cynomolgus macaque model in the same way that it occurs in human latent infection.

Subclinical disease (percolators). At necropsy, monkeys defined as percolators were similar to latently infected monkeys with regard to necropsy scores, CFU score, total CFU, and the distribution of bacteria (percent-positive samples). However, two of the five monkeys in this category had more gross disease (6404 and 18305) (Fig. 3) and higher percent-positive cultures (Fig. 4) than expected for latent infection, suggesting that this category of disease represents a spectrum of latent infection in which monkeys are clinically stable despite the intermittent shedding of the bacteria.

A spectrum of histopathologic characteristics distinguishes active disease from latent infection. Based on microscopic histopathology characteristics, a variety of granuloma types can be seen within the same monkey and/or among monkeys with active disease. Classic caseous granulomas, the histopathologic hallmark of human tuberculosis, typically have a central area of amorphous eosinophilic debris surrounded by a margin of epithelioid macrophages that can include syncytialized macrophages with peripherally located nuclei (Langhan’s giant cells). An outer margin of lymphocytes and plasma cells are seen with or without peripheral fibroblasts (Fig. 5F). Nonnecrotizing granulomas (previously termed solid cellular [21]) are comprised of a central core of densely packed epithelioid macrophages with occasional neutrophils and multinucleated giant cells, usually with a thin outer rim of lymphocytes but no caseous necrotic debris (Fig. 5D and E). Suppurative granulomas are a morphological variant of necrotizing lesions comprised centrally of a dense core of degenerative neutrophils (as opposed to caseous debris) surrounded by a dense zone of epithelioid macrophages with multinucleated giant cells and a mantle of lymphocytes. In addition to these types of granulomas, tuberculous pneumonia was observed in some active-disease monkeys. This entity represents a locally invasive form of disease in which extensive areas of direct parenchymal infiltration and consolidation are observed. This is characterized histologically by the direct contiguous extension of necrotizing granulomatous inflammation between adjacent alveolar airways without significant evidence of distinct lesional margination. Areas of tuberculosis pneumonia typically are seen in a background of multicentric, often coalescing large caseous granulomas (Fig. 5G). Cavity formation also can be identified grossly and microscopically, albeit in a minority of monkeys. The typical histopathological findings associated with
cavitation include necrotic debris admixed with inflammatory cells ulcerating and expanding bronchial airways, eventually leading to effaced cavitary structures (not shown). The lesions described above typically seen in active infection also are seen in spontaneous and immune suppression-induced reactivation (not shown).

A different spectrum of granulomas is seen in latent infection compared to that of active-disease monkeys. Although granulomas demonstrating residual caseous content have been observed in latently infected monkeys, lesions in both lung and thoracic lymph nodes more typically manifest histological evidence of chronicity and some level of healing. This often is associated with the replacement of caseous debris by a combination of mineralization and/or collagenous material (Fig. 5C). Some granulomas evolve into dense aggregates of amorphous calcification admixed with some connective tissue. These are classified morphologically as fibrocalcific lesions (Fig. 5A). Others are comprised of maturing, compacted sclerotic material with minimal residual fibrocytic cellularity and no visible mineralization. These nonnecrotizing lesions are identified as sclerotic or fibrosing granulomas (Fig. 5B). The specific differences in pathophysiologic events leading to such variation in granuloma resolution are not known. It should be emphasized, however, that granulomas are dynamic (as opposed to static) structures, evolving morphologically in conjunction with intrinsic immunologic defense mechanisms. As such, a histological spectrum of change representing a continuum of disease evolution (either active progression or containment) often is seen.

In summary, active-disease monkeys have a spectrum of granulomas that vary among caseous, nonnecrotizing, and suppurative lesions that can be seen within the same lobe of a single monkey. Tuberculosis pneumonia and cavity formation also can been seen. Nonnecrotizing granulomas of primary epithelioid cell composition have not been observed in latent infection in this model. It is worth noting that among active-disease monkeys, we also observed microscopic granulomas in
post hoc analysis.

areas that appeared grossly normal. Latently infected monkeys typically have organizing caseous, mineralized, or fibrotic granulomas. This spectrum of granuloma types and characteristics with respect to the disease state are similar to that described in human tuberculosis (2).

Active-disease monkeys have more T cells with different phenotypic patterns at necropsy. T cells from peripheral blood, airways (by BAL), hilar lymph nodes, and involved (granulomatous) lung tissue were analyzed for T-cell phenotypes at necropsy. T-cell numbers in the BAL fluid (cells per milliliter of fluid) were similar between actively and latently infected monkeys (data not shown). Absolute T-cell numbers (in cells/gram) in the hilar lymph nodes also were similar between actively and latently infected monkeys. However, there were approximately 100-fold more CD4 and CD8 T cells in lung granulomas from monkeys with active disease than in those of monkeys with latent infection (Table 2). Percolator monkeys had T-cell numbers similar to those of latently infected monkeys (Table 2). Both activation markers (CD29 and CD69) and chemokine receptors (CCR5 and CXCR3) were assessed on CD4 and CD8 T cells by flow cytometry. In PBMC, the only significant difference was a higher percentage of CD4 T cells that were CXCR3+ CCR5+ in the actively infected (26%) than in the active disease (18%) monkeys (P = 0.03). In hilar lymph nodes, there was a significantly higher percentage of both CD4 (51 and 31%, respectively; P = 0.0001) and CD8 (21 and 17.6%, respectively; P = 0.04) T cells in the actively infected monkeys than in active-disease monkeys. This may be a reflection of disease involvement in which the granuloma displaces T cells within the lymph node structure more frequently in active disease than in latent infection. Of the CD8 T cells that were obtained from hilar lymph nodes, a higher percentage of active-disease monkeys than latently infected monkeys were CD69+ CXCR3− (2.1 and 0.7%, respectively; P = 0.004), indicating an activated phenotype. There also was a different chemokine receptor pattern on the T cells in monkeys with active disease: both CD4 and CD8 T cells that were CCR5+ CXCR3− were present at higher frequencies than in the latent infected monkeys (for CD4, 3.3 and 0.9%, respectively, P = 0.05; for CD8, 4.5 and 1.0%, respectively, P = 0.009), while the levels of CD8 T cells expressing CXCR3 but not CCR5 were significantly higher in latently infected monkeys (38.4% for latently infected monkeys and 23.2% for active-disease monkeys; P = 0.03).

In affected lung (granulomatous), there was a higher frequency of CD8 T cells in monkeys with active disease. The proportion of CD4 or CD8 T cells that expressed both CXCR3 and CCR5 was significantly lower in the involved lungs of latently infected monkeys than in those of monkeys with active TB (for CD4, 3.8 and 19.0%, respectively, P = 0.01; for CD8, 4.7 and 18.3%, respectively, P = 0.02). Surprisingly, there were no significant differences in T-cell phenotypes from BAL cells, even though the monkeys with active disease were likely to have M. tuberculosis bacilli isolated from the BAL fluid at necropsy, while this was not observed with latently infected monkeys (data not shown). These data support that changes in T-cell subsets in the tissues were associated with active or latent infection and indicate that the extent of infection influences primarily the chemokine receptors observed on the T cells, perhaps reflecting the chemokine or cytokine microenvironment of the tissue.

Monkeys with active disease have more mycobacterium-specific IFN-γ at necropsy. At necropsy, IFN-γ production (by ELISPOT assay) in response to CFP-10 and ESAT-6 peptides was measured from PBMC, BAL, lung tissue, and hilar lymph node cells. A comparative analysis was performed between active-disease and latently infected monkeys specifically (Fig. 6). Active-disease monkeys had greater mycobacterium-specific IFN-γ production in PBMC (P = 0.03 by Mann-Whitney), BAL cells (P = 0.0016), and hilar lymph node cells (P < 0.0001) than latently infected monkeys. T cells isolated from the lungs of latently infected monkeys were not sufficient for statistical comparisons. IFN-γ responses in percolating monkeys were in the range of those of latently infected monkeys, suggesting this subclinical state is a spectrum of latent infection.

### Table 2. Numbers of CD4 and CD8 T cells in granulomatous lung and lymph node tissue compared to those of monkeys with latent or subclinical percolating infectiona

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infection Type</th>
<th>No. of cells/g (log transformed; means ± SD) from:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hilar lymph node</td>
<td>Lung granuloma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CD4</td>
<td>CD8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>7.86 ± 1.14</td>
<td>7.46 ± 1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent</td>
<td>7.40 ± 1.25</td>
<td>7.37 ± 0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percolator</td>
<td>7.81 ± 0.73</td>
<td>7.95 ± 1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Results were analyzed by ANOVA (P = 0.0001) and Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test (• and ***, P < .01 and P < .001 compared to results for active granulomas). All other values were not significantly different by ANOVA or in post hoc analysis.

![FIG. 6. Greater IFN-γ production in response to ESAT-6 and CFP-10 peptides in active-disease monkeys in the PBMC, BAL cells, and hilar lymph node cells at necropsy. Spot-forming units in this figure represent the summation of responses to peptide pools of ESAT-6 and CFP-10. Too few lung samples with sufficient T cells were obtained from latently infected monkeys to allow statistical analyses. Subclinical percolating monkeys had results that were similar to those of latently infected monkeys, suggesting that they exhibit a spectrum of latent infection. ELISPOT assay results are shown as spot-forming units (SFU). *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001 (all by Mann-Whitney test).](image-url)
Cytokine production within the tissues of infected monkeys.

To examine the production of several cytokines in the lung and lymph nodes of infected monkeys, multiplex analysis (Luminex) was performed on homogenates of lung and lung granulomas, where available. It should be noted that there were fewer lung granuloma samples from latently infected monkeys than from active-disease monkeys due to the inherent limited nature of lung disease in that group. In lung tissue, IL-6, TNF, MIP-1α/CCL3, and MIP-1β/CCL4 levels were higher in active-disease monkeys than in latently infected monkeys (Fig. 7). In an attempt to determine which cytokines were expressed within granulomas compared to expression in uninvolved tissue, we first compared cytokine levels between grossly unaffected lung tissue and granulomas from active-disease monkeys. Increased quantities of IL-6, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor, and MIP-1α/CCL3 were observed in granulomas; however, there were no other differences in other cytokines and chemokines (data not shown). We reasoned that the similarity between unaffected and affected lung in active-disease monkeys likely was due to microscopic disease that was not grossly perceptible at the time of necropsy, as confirmed by the microscopic analysis of tissue sections. Since very little lung tissue from uninfected cynomolgus macaques is available for comparison, we compared uninvolved lung tissue from latently infected monkeys to lung granulomas from active-disease monkeys to gain insight into the cytokine and chemokine profile of active-disease granulomas. In this comparison, IL-8, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor, TNF, monocyte chemotactic protein 1/CCL2, and MIP-1α/CCL3 levels all were significantly higher in active-disease granulomas than in latent unaffected lung tissue, while the level of IL-6 was moderately higher. Thus, these cytokines and chemokines define, in part, the environment of the active-disease granuloma, at least in the subset of cytokines we examined.

**DISCUSSION**

Here, we have extended the initial description of our model (6) and more thoroughly characterized the microscopic, immunologic, and gross pathology aspects with the overall goal of understanding major concepts of disease evolution in human tuberculosis. A primary goal of this study was to develop quantitative measures of disease severity and bacterial burden that distinguished between monkeys with active (primary) tuberculosis and latent infection. This was performed using a detailed necropsy scoring system and an extensive bacterial determination protocol that takes into account the localized pattern of disease and spread throughout the lungs, lymph nodes, and extrapulmonary tissues. These methodologies can be used in other nonhuman primate studies of tuberculosis. Few tuberculosis studies with macaques (most commonly, vaccine studies) have been able to identify quantitative differences between groups of monkeys (17, 27, 31). Other studies of macaques with *M. tuberculosis* infection either have not been able to detect a difference in bacterial burden (18) or did not report differences in bacterial burden between experimental groups (16, 22, 29).

This is surprising, given that most of these studies involved high-dose *M. tuberculosis* infection and are likely to demonstrate more dramatic differences than our low-dose model of infection. This suggests that our method has greater sensitivity in differentiating more subtle differences in the extent of disease and bacterial burden. We demonstrated significant differences in gross pathology, bacterial burden, and dissemination among monkeys presenting clinically with latent infection and a spectrum of active disease. The reactivation of latent infection led to scores similar to those of active-disease monkeys. Methods developed in this study are an important contribution to the field. They allow a quantitative method of discrimination that potentially can be used for numerous study types, including vaccine testing, drug efficacy, the relative importance of various immune components, and studies of bacterial pathogenesis and immunology.

These data validate the use of the cynomolgus macaque as a model for the study of human tuberculosis and provide a quantitative framework for distinguishing disease outcomes. We and others reported that asymptomatic infection can occur...
with low-dose infection in the cynomolgus macaque (3, 33), and we also have demonstrated that the full spectrum of human disease can be observed using this model. An animal model to study the spectrum of human tuberculosis, both latent infection and active disease, has been difficult to develop, as rodents present with chronic, progressive disease while rabbits have different susceptibilities to different mycobacterial strains and species (7). Other studies in our laboratory support the finding that the outcome of infection is dose dependent; when 200 to 400 CFU were delivered, rather than the 25 CFU delivered in this study, the majority of monkeys developed active disease (data not shown). In humans, M. tuberculosis infection results in primary disease or latent infection; the reactivation of latent infection can lead to active disease. In the current study, we have provided quantitative analyses to support the clinical observations of latent infection and active disease. Factors associated with primary tuberculosis were identified. To facilitate the comparison of groups of monkeys, scoring parameters for gross pathology and bacterial burden at necropsy demonstrated statistically significant differences between these two clinical states of disease. We compared the different types of granulomas seen in active and latent infection and immunologically characterized tissues from infected monkeys.

The monkeys in this study were infected with a low dose of M. tuberculosis and clinically determined to have either active disease or latent infection, using diagnostic criteria similar to those used for humans. Our experience has been that even in a small group of monkeys infected at the same time, the outcome is approximately 50% active or latently infected monkeys. Neither weight, gender, nor age (with the caveat that all of the monkeys were between 4 to 9 years of age) was a factor in the outcome of infection. It is possible that outcomes vary in younger monkeys. In the current study, the monkeys that would go on to develop active disease had higher IFN-γ responses to specific mycobacterial antigens in both PBMC and the airways in the first 2 months postinfection. The human validation of these events is difficult, as the exact time of M. tuberculosis infection often is inaccurate or unknown; the dose is difficult to determine and usually is presented as proximity to an index case. In a limited study, Doherty et al. monitored a cohort of humans identified after contact investigation (presumably early after infection) and found that increased IFN-γ in PBMC stimulated with ESAT-6 was associated with the development of active tuberculosis (5). Thus, both monkey and human data suggest that higher IFN-γ responses in PBMCs can be observed during early infection. This may reflect a higher antigenic burden (i.e., an early inability to control the infection) in these monkeys. The early control of infection likely is due to a multitude of host factors, and the balance of these factors leading to latency likely differ from animal to animal.

While monitoring the monkeys during the initial 6 months of infection, we discovered that a subset of monkeys did not fit neatly into either category of active or latent. Our strict definition of latent infection was defined by the absence of clinical, radiographic, or microbiologic evidence of disease after 2 months of infection. However, certain monkeys that appeared to be clinically latent had the sporadic growth of M. tuberculosis (from GA or BAL fluid) without any other signs of disease. For lack of a better term, we called these monkeys percolators, reflecting the occasional appearance of shed bacteria. Necropsy of the percolator monkeys revealed that the majority of these monkeys were similar to latently infected monkeys in gross pathology, bacterial burden, histopathologic characteristics, and immune responses. One monkey (18305) had gross disease, bacterial burden, and microscopic histopathologic features more consistent with active disease than latent infection. Data regarding the true incidence of sputum-positive samples among latently infected individuals is not available due to the inherent biases in tuberculosis management. Currently, latent infection is defined as a person infected with M. tuberculosis (confirmed by TST or IFN-γ release assay) without signs or symptoms of disease and a normal chest X ray. Sputum specimens are not included in the diagnostic criteria. Among patients with active tuberculosis, as many as 1 to 9% will have a normal chest X ray (1, 8, 20, 23). Pepper et al. conducted a retrospective study of sputum culture-confirmed tuberculosis patients (n = 601) and assessed the clinical history and X-ray results with each case at the time of diagnosis. As many as 5% of non-HIV-infected adults had normal chest X rays, and up to 32% of these individuals were asymptomatic (25). Perhaps because of the retrospective nature of the data, it was not clear why these patients were evaluated for tuberculosis without radiographic and clinical evidence of disease. Thus, radiographic and symptom screening may not be a reliable method of excluding subclinical active disease among latently infected individuals. In another case series, 10 patients undergoing work up for cancer by positron emission tomography and computed tomography were found to have pulmonary tuberculosas. No distinctive pattern of disease was identified that could distinguish individuals with active disease or latent infection (12). The integration of data from our monkey model and human studies suggests that there is a spectrum of disease in which latent infection lies at one end and active disease at the other, with a range of clinical scenarios between these two extremes. Based on our experience with latent infection in monkeys, we suspect that latent infection encompasses complete sterilization, dormant infection, and subclinical infection. Perhaps those with subclinical infection are more susceptible to reactivation, and a more extensive study of latent and percolator monkeys may reveal the reactivation potential of these animals.

Two important findings were noted based on the histopathologic characteristics found in this model and in humans. The first is that a spectrum of lesions can be seen within and between monkeys of the same clinical classification, and that these types of lesions are relatively specific to the disease state, as has been described for humans (2). In active disease in the cynomolgus macaque, classical caseous granulomas, suppurative granulomas, nonnecrotizing granulomas, tuberculous pneumonia, and cavitated lesions were observed. In latently infected monkeys, we found classic caseous lesions, but more often we found mineralized granulomas and completely fibrotic lesions. We did not find evidence of nonnecrotizing cellular granulomas in monkeys with latent infection, suggesting that these granulomas arise in response to the new seeding of bacilli in the context of an ongoing immune response. The analysis of the reactivation monkeys supports this, as older latent lesions were observed with adjacent nonnecrotizing lesions in the
lymph nodes and lungs. The second important finding is that the histopathologic features of granulomas reflect a dynamic process, even during latent infection. The presence of neutrophils, which generally are short lived, within granulomas of latently infected monkeys suggests that there is a continuous recruitment of immune cell types. This is not surprising, since sustained immune-mediated maintenance within the granuloma likely is important in preventing reactivation. The identification of subclinical percolating monkeys indicates that some bacilli occasionally escape from the confines of a granuloma to appear in the airways, even in latency.

Immunologic analyses were performed on granulomas and involved tissue from the infected monkeys. Flow cytometry revealed that there were approximately 100 times more CD4 and CD8 T cells in lung granulomas of active-disease monkeys than in those from latently infected monkeys. This likely accounts for the increased frequency of IFN-γ-producing T cells in response to mycobacterial antigens in the granulomas from active-disease monkeys. The percentage of T cells that expressed both chemokine receptors, CCR5 and CXCR3, on these cells was significantly higher in active granulomas than latent granulomas; this may due to the increased chemokine production in the active granulomas. Although our Luminex panel did not include reagents for the CXCR3 binding chemokines, we did detect significantly increased levels of MIP1-α/CCL3 and MIP-B/CCL4, both of which bind to CCR5 and induce the migration of a variety of cells, in the active granulomas compared to those of uninvolved lung tissue. This may account for the increased presence of these cells in the granulomas. The increased production of mycobacterium-specific IFN-γ found in BAL, lymph node, and PBMC among active-disease monkeys likely reflects the increased bacterial burden among this group. Similarly, the greater production of IFN-γ from PBMCs in humans with active disease compared to that of latently infected individuals has been documented (4, 10, 11, 13, 14, 19, 26). In each of the studies, a wide range of results is demonstrated within each clinical group (active versus latent), reflecting a wide spectrum of disease associated with each clinical classification that also is seen in our model. Unlike humans, the macaque model provides the opportunity to dissect the involved tissues and identify cell phenotypes and cytokine production at the site of infection.

In summary, the cynomolgus macaque, when infected with a low dose of *M. tuberculosis*, is an excellent model of human *M. tuberculosis* infection. Primary tuberculosis and latent infection are observed with equal frequency, providing an opportunity to study both aspects of this infection. These infection outcomes that were clinically defined were confirmed by statistically significant differences in gross pathology, bacterial burden, and dissemination, as well differences in immunologic characteristics within affected tissues. This is the only animal model of natural latent tuberculosis. Reactivation can occur spontaneously, albeit rarely. More frequently, latent infection can be maintained for an extended period of time. The pathology is very similar to that observed in human *M. tuberculosis* infection, and the spectrum of lesion types also is similar to that of humans. An animal model that allows the analysis of the spectrum of *M. tuberculosis* infection and is very similar to that of humans is essential to our increased understanding of tuberculosis. It is important that this low-dose model results in 50% active disease and 50% latent infection, indicating that cynomolgus macaques are more susceptible to active disease than humans, in which infection results in 90% developing latent infection and 10% active disease. Nonetheless, this model provides a unique opportunity to study the basic host responses and pathogenesis of infection, as well as the effects of vaccines and drugs on tuberculosis, both latent and primary infection, and those comparisons now can be performed in a quantitative manner.
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